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r Abstract

A
Preyious rasearch concerning the external validity of mixed-motiie

games as models of international conflict, interpersonal behavior, and

behavior in large -scale social dilemmas is reviewed. The relative scar-

,

city of validation attempts ix comparison to the number of publications is

pointed out. Two experiments which cast further doubt upon the usefulness

of such gi6es as models of any real -World reference system are briefly

described.
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fa,,Game Behavior Related to Behavior in Any Other Situation?'

Game research is interesting, relatively ideipensive aid easy to

but is it meaningful? Are psychologists merely creating an elaborate

system of predicting bellaviOr inartlficial{systems of their own creation?

Despite the multitude of published studies of game behavior, the evidence

for.the external validity of such studiei is still unsatisfactory. This

. paper will review evidence relating po the external'validity of mixed - motive
.

games and briefly present research caTing come doubt upon the external

validity of N-person mixed-motive games which have recently been proposed

as tools for the. study of behavior in' social dilemmas such as pollutiop

and overpopulation.

In discussing the problems of validating games, Hermann (1967)

pointed out thlt the criteria for validation vary according to the purposes

for which thelame wasdeveloped. /The study of mixed-motive gameas
4/

:een primarily directed toward hypothesisrand theory construction Concerning

cooperati4e behavior in a variety of real-world situations.. The task of
:

establishing the external validity.of mixed-motive games in social psychology

.is to establish dome correspondence between behavior in the game and behavior
e

is ,the refernce system
4

to which one wishes to generalize.-
4

..
Different game researchers haveappeared'to have at least three

. different reference systems in mind in thgr study of game behavior. The
.

,behavior of players in such was as Prisoner's DilemMa and Chicken hai

been compared

(e.g., Gallo:

generalize to

1970; Sermat,

i

I

.

to the behavior of nations n 'the area of nuclear deterrence

/972; a.poport, 1962). '01te; researchers have
A 0

I

cooperation in faceeto-face-interaction Stahelski,

1970; tpeei, 1972). Stil Lthgre have attempted to generalize

attempted to

p.

*OD

frpm behavior in N-person mixed-motive)

4

ames to cooperation in large -stale

1
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II Game Behavior-12

social dilemmas such aS pollution and overpopulation where cooperation must

occur in groups too large for fade-to-face interaction (Meux, 1973; Dawes,

-

McTavish:A Shaklee, Note 1). Each of these three reference systems will
p

ti

be discus:4d as external validation efforts are reviewed.
4

Game Behavior and International Confliet -

f Alttough many writers

international arms races,

have promoredmixed-motipegaies as models :of

no empirical evidence has bedm presented which

demonstrates that variables studied in game* research operate the same

way in conflict between nations. Gall% (1972) noted that increasing the .

stakes in a game appears to increase the probability Of,cooperation. NHe

then suggested the Cuban Mis sile Crisis as an ex ample from the reference

system where raised stakes resulted in conflict resolution. He also suggested

that the Vietnam War might continue until the stakes were raised to tfie'poInt

of a nudlear showdown. Since the publicatioM of his speculations; the
IS

United States has withdrawn before the stakes beame that extr&me. What,
4.

then, can'we conclude about theccorrespondence between game behavior and :t

international conflict? The answer is, of course, nothill., But would the

conclusion have been any different if events had occurred as Gal q suggested.

they,migh't? No, we would then have had two positiire instances of an inc ease

in stakei to the leyel of nuclear threati leading to conflict resolution.

But before drawing conclusions we would

rikelihood of conflict resolution under

want information about to relitive

Conditions of increabed versus

reduced stakes. We would also want information about the incidence of

raised stakes failing to produce conflict resolution. Of course, no one-

As likely to be around to record,ot draw conclusions from faildres in-

/
conflict, resolution u nder conditions of the ultimate stakes involved in

nuclear deterrence.

1tIt is no surprise then thatA2o scietalpsyCholog 'has presented evidence
*_ .

'showing ircorrespondence byween game behavior end international conflict.

5
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A mutually exclusive and exhaustive catekorizatioft of historical confliCts,

*regarding their levels-of stakes and their outcomes, conflict iesolution

versus war, would be required. The problem is, even more intractable when

oile considers the scarcity of well established findings conce,rning the effects

of particular variables oh dooperation in games. ,GallotSexample of a finding

from the laboratory which might generalize to international conflict is

still being disput-ed at the level of laboratory findings (cf. Wrightsman,
'41

O'Connor & taker, 1972).

Given the difficulty of establishing the external validity of games as

tools for the study of international conflict, how is one to evaluate the

more than 15 years which.Social psychology has devoted tothe study of

cooperatiain games? Surely this work has not proceeded without demonstrating

generalization to some interesting reference system? Unfortunatelyy very

few attempts Mfa,A been made to'establish external validity and most of the

attemptsaveailed to produce evidende of a correspondence between

cooperation in the game and the reference system.

theirMost of the published studies concerning mixed-native games lnci

external/validity have not made direct comparisons of behavior in the game:,.,

and in a' reference system. Instead, they have relied upon a mAiel which

proposes that cooperation in an situation including gam 'face -to -re

inieractioa-in small groups, and anonymous choices in arge-scale social

dilemmas, is at. _least

Hof the people involved

in nart,a function of Se per nality'and Attitudes

. 'Thete is a fairly large ody of research devoted

to demonstrating 4 relation b

cooperation; Such research appears to assum

een attitudes o personality And game

that the peksonality and atti-

tudinal variables will have the same Aff'g

,situations. In This regard, tbikexterna

upon cooperation in non-game

validity of the game appears to

be an assumed property of such'reeearc Perhaps, the only reason for
.

' including such'research in an attemp to evaluate progress in establishing
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Is Game Behavior--4

the external validity of games is that the personality and attitu4inal

Variables are teasured outsi1 the game situation a nd in the case of the ,a*
4

.
well-established measuring instruments for personality and .attitudes,. the

..._.% 1 ',.0 11. .

,measures themselves have already showi some,filim of construct or_predictive
.,

.

validity. # .

Game Behaviors Personality, and Attitudes

7a this section, personaltty and attitudinal-variably' will be discussed

in frder from those least promising as predictors of game cooperation to

those most promising in that regard.

Several personality factors have been tested fpr relationships In only

one experiment and have yielded no, relationship to game coovration.

Wrightsman (1966) tested the following facfors'andfouna negative. results
I #

relating to trusting or trustworthy choices in a two -trial sequel4tial

.choice Prisoner's Dilemma game: (i)hein'S inti-polide attitudes scale,

l(b) Chein's personal optithism scale, (c) Agger's political cynicism scalei

(also negative results in Ilefio & Wrightsman,s1967), (d) Rehfisch Rigidity

Scale, (e) Berkowitz's SoCial ResponsAbIlity Scale.

\Other'inVestigatorshalre tested the following variables with negative

results: (i) Pilisuk, Potter, Rapoport, & Winter (1965) fOnnd, no relation-

ship betwepn self acceptance and. cooperative play,in a disarmament game;
-

(b) MacDonald, lease' &- Puller' (1972) found no relationihip between scores

on the Ratter interpersonal Trust Scale and cooperative behavior ilia
_

,

equntial choice Prisoner's Dilemma gaOhl,(c) A measureOf Altruism showed

relationship to cooperation in four mixed-motive gam es'(Bixenstine &

B ndell, 1966) or to cooperatiod in a sim-person Prisoner'sD47emma game

(B' enstine, Levitt, & Wilson, 1966).

Cher personality factors hsie been tested at least twice with mixed

findI.:s. Relationships havebeenefound but failed to rtplicaltte for the

foil ng variables: (a) The, ladicalismiCOnservatffm Factor of the

7
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Sixrten Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF). was poitiveliv related to

copperarive,behavior.in a, version of the Trucking"game (Mack, 4.972), but

failed to show a relationship to cooperation in the Prisoner's Dilemma

game (Gillis & Woods, 19711;
.

(b) the Xhotional Stability Factor of the 16PF

showed the same findings as above, i.e., positive findingk by Mack and nega-

rive findings by Gillis and Woods; (c) the personality variables aggression

has also shown mixed results. Aggression,as measured' by the Gougli Adjective
,

Check ListNwas positively related ro defection in a Prisoner's. Dilemma game

(Marlowe, 1963) in one study, but failed tq replicatein another (Noland
s

.& Catron, 1969). Aggression as measured by\the Buss-Durkee Verbal Hostility
-

Scale showed no relation to-cooperation in asequentiai choice Prisoner's
(

Dileima game (Wrightsman, 1966).

Theoretical values as measured by the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of

V#lues might be expected to corPelate with cooperative Choice in a Prisoner's.

Mlem®a game because cooperation is the riskier choice and several-studies

, .

have found theoretical values to be related to a preference for risk taking
)

(Conger, Gaskill, Glad, Rainey, Sawrey, & Turrell', 1957; Scodel, 1961;'

Scodel, Ratoosh,, & Minas, 1959'; Sherman,. 1968). However, Mack (1972) is

the only investigator reporting a positive relationship between theoretical

values and cooperation in a mixed-iotive game (a variety of the Trucking

game). Two other studies failed to find any relation bhtween theoretical

values and cooperative-choices in PriSoner's Dilemma games (Bixenstine &

Blundell, 1966; Bixenstine, et al, 1966). And more directly, Dolbear and

Lave (1966) failed to find a relation between risk preference and cooperation

in a Prisoner's Dilemma game.

Becaiamt failure to replicate findings of research relating personality

to game behavior is quite common,'those fictori which have shown relationships

but have only appeared in one study should be viewed with considerable

skepticism. Suchfactors ihclude:
8
(a) cooperativeness as measured by a
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test cef social Insight was-positively related:eo.cooprakion in a 4rU7Aling

4:-
. .,

gadO(Mack, 1972); (b)) the need for power as measured by thi(Thematic-

Apperception Test was related to defeitiool,ins one-trioO. Prisoner's Dilemma
-v

game (Terhune, 1968); (c) personal relations'as measured,by the Guilford

Zimmerman Temperament Survey.was_related to cooperation in a Trucking game

(MaCk, 1972); (d) self disclosure as measured by the Jourard scale was related

to cooperation in a Prisoner's Dilemma' game (lacDonaLd et al, 1972);

7104
(e) exhibition as measured by the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule w

related to behavior in a Trucking gime (Mack, 1972).

A final catego?, of personality and attitudinal variW4es includes

seven variabl

4

ich have been. most extensively explored, and while yielding

some mixed results, show the most prqpise of being significantly related

to game behavior. These seVen factors are discussed below.

'1: One of the earliest and most widely quoted findings id this area

is Deutsch's finding (1960) that authoritarians (California F Scaleare

0

less trusting than nom--authoritarians. -Subjects played a sequential choice-

Prisoner's -Dilemma gami.° They were classified as trusting if they made

a cooperative choice when responding first. Deutsch fottnd a_point biterial

correlation of .50 p< ..001, between authoritariansm and lack of trust.

Two studies using the sequential choice method have replicateeutsch's
s

findings (MacDonald; et al, 1972; Wrightfmali, 1966). Nevertheless, using

a regular Prisoneea Dilemma paradigm, three unpublished Studies (see,

!Water: 1970) and onelublished :tudy'(McKeown, Gahagan, & Tedeschi, 1967)
4

failed to find 'a relationship.betieen authoritarianism and defecting choices.

Two studies using other game Measures of cooperation also report negative

results. Fry (1965) also failed to find a-relitilon between authoritarianism

and defectidn in a three-choice, tacit coordination game, and Wood, Pilisuk,
. .

and Urea. (1973) failed -to find a relation betweep.authoritarianiam-ind reactions
. /

to martyr behavior in a modified thrie-person FrisOner's Dilemma game. Klein

9
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1

'and Solomon (1966) failed "to find arelatioltship between'F dcalascores and
.

t
defection by schizophrenics in a Prisoner's Dilemda game.

. o-

/2. Another early andwidel quoted findingas that people with

:internationalist attitudes are ore cooperative.in games than are people

with isolationist views.

alism.to 484 subjects and

geneous and heterogeneods

,

Lutaker U960) administered a scale of internation-

pafted the extreme scoring subjects in ham-
.

pairs fora thirty-Jtrial gade of Chicken. Be.

found that internationalist pairs made more cooperative choices, and were.

more likely to both cooperate at.otce than were isolationist.paIrs.
,

,..

I

-., Campetition did not increase Over trials in internationalist pairs as

i'
.

it did in other pairs. Similar findings are reported by McClintock, Harri-
. 1

son, Strand, and Gillo (1963) fo a Chicken lame played by homogeneous pairs

N-

1

otextreme internationalists andgxtreme isolationists. McClintock, ..

1

Gallo, and Harrison (1965) found dhat internationalists were more coopera-

tive to` a cooperative strategy, bu r isolationists were uniformly competitive

to either cooperative or competiti e strategies whet playing an asymmetric
.

.

. , .

. Prisoder's Dilemma game. Sermat ( 968) found a significant-Correlation

between internationalism and tion in a Chicken game.

Using games other than Chicken, three studies have failed to find a

relationship betwen international

motive games. Sherman (1968) compa

not find any tendency for interne

matrices. )Pilisuk, et al (1965) d

2

And tendency to cooperate in mixed

ed choices among game matrices and did

istt to Choose less Competitive

not find any relation between

internationalism and cooperation i a disarmament game. 4ixenstine, et-al

(1966) found no relation between ternation alism and cooperative play

in a six-person Prisoner's Dilemma gime. The three failures to replicate'

all differ from Lutzker'situdy ixii not preselecting-extreme internationalists

and isolationists and in using different games.

.3'. A th.rd variable, need fqi achievement, has shown a relationship

10
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.

-, to cooperative game,play bymalesubjects. Chaney andi'inacke (1960),- using
. -Ss . ,7 .

the Edwards Persopil Preference Schedule, created-male triads connoting
ti

. /
of one-subject high 'on need for achievement, one high on narturanci and one

intermediate. The high achievement subjects took an active role in initiating

A.
cooperative play in a board gime allowing the,formation_o5 coalitions.

.

Amidjaja and Vinacke-(1965), using the French Test of Insight, replicated

this,finding for male subjects, but not for females. Terhune (1968), using

only 'male SIM ects, found

the Thematic Apperception

that high -need achievements subjects (mea.Ogrect by

Test) played one -trial Prisoner's Dilemma...gimes
,

more cooperatively. No failures to replifate have been reported and'ths

relationship has been found for two different Olnes and for three diffeeknt,
AP.

measures of need for achievement.

4. Cognitive complexity, as a persOnality factor, has seen found to

be positively related to cooperation in two non-zero sum games helan
. .

,

& Richardson N 1969; Baxter, 1970). The related concept of tolerance for
,

...

ambiguity, however, has shown no relationship to cooperation in a diOarmament
A

game (Pilistik, et .kl, 1965),.reaCtions to martyr behavior in a modified
.

.

three-person Prisoner's bilemMi game (Wood, et a1,019731", or preference

for less competitive Prisoner's Dilemma matrices (Sherman, 19,68).
I

. 5. The personality vai-iable dominance-submission has quite consistently

shomme relationship to cooperative behavior in Prisoner's Dilemma and
.

Chicken games. Marlowe (,1963) found thatiOefeience and abasement on the'

Gough Adjeri4e Check List,were positiiely related to 'extreme cooperation

in a Prisoner's Dilemma gnome. Noland. and Catron'(ial9) rdport

to replicate, but while Marlowe used only male subjects and selected

, 4...extreme cooperators and defectorsor comparison, Noland and Catron used

only female subjects ana did not selectentremes. Measuring dominance
.

4, witp the A-S Reaction Study of Allport end Allport, Pry -(1965) found that

pairs who were heterogeneous on dominance plaied a tacit coorilination gape

11
..

* 1
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More cooperitively than did homogeneous .pairs. Moore anerMack (1972), using
, . .

. . .

the A -S Reaction Study; town that pair's of dotinant aubjecta,p1dYing a
.

.. if., ,,, * '

risoner' s DileMitt gam's 'I"6,cked' nto, double defection sooner than- submissive
.

. . or mixed pairs;ank4he-theprfaorcion of defecting choice began and stayed : '

e ..

. , t , . 4 y ....v,,0 . .'," .

highest iff-ddiainaat paiii.And'iowest In mixed pifts. Two studies have :

tehown that high scores on the dominance scale of. the Minnesota Multiphisic - ,

. ..

,
t.....

Personality Inventory ire negatively relate e 'to cooperation in Chicken
k ,. 4 ;

games_ (Sermat, 1968; Sermat'& Gregbvich, 1966). Ftr Pritoner's Dilemma, the
. .

.
,

dominance - submission factor] of.the 16PF accounted for 11 to 142 -of the va-
_

. .

,, ,,
.. .

, .,
iance in cooperative behavior (GiillA & Woods, 1971). ,A4Ailureto

.-

,

replicate this finding is r4pliFed by Mack (1972) using a TrUCkinggame..
. . 1-

4_,6.. Two measures Of ConcernOwith mqral principles have been studied
'

.a / 7" . :
. .

s .

inrelation to cooperative game behavior, with' mixed results.. ,Bixenstine's .t
s

Flexible ethicality scale showed a relationship to cdOperat16; in a

f'

Prisoner's Dilemma game (Bixenstine, Potash, & Wilson,,1953; Bixenstine Et- .

NI/

Wilson, 1963), but not in an asymmetric non-zero sum game (Bixenstiner Chai- 440

bere,'& Wilson, L964). Factor/G of the 16PF;'reflecting concern with moral

'1

,

values was related gooperat n in one-Prisoner's Dilemia study (Gillis

& Woods, 1971),.but failed-tore ligate in a Trucking game study (Mick, 1972).*

7. .One attitudinal factor which might be expectedto relate to one's-
4

-choice in a mixed-moti4e.siegation is hair trusting of favorable an 'attitude

.4. one has toward mankind- in general.Wrightsman's PhilbSophiei of Human

Nature ('PHNiscale wasrelatedime a trusting, cooperative response in a

.

.

sequential PribOnes Dilemma game Wightsmap; 1966): Uejio and,ights-
,

man' (1967), found-similar results foqCaucasion and Japanese aubjetta.playihg'
alMS

a regular Prisoner's Dilemma game against a 762 cooperative strategy, but

only when subjects believed their opponent was Cauoasion,, However, three
-

unpublished studies (see Baxter, 1970) found mixed, mostly negative reedits.

Only some of'the earlier'findings.were repeated, and nbt at statistically-
..

1 2
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6

,significant levels. Richman (1971) r4tts finding no relation Imtimeen

. 10

PM :scores and Cooperation.in either of two regula?PriSOner's,Dil
. op.

.../0

games or in a sequeetial pay Prisoner's Dilemma.

,4*
tn Summary,relationships between personality and attitudes and, tendency

to cooperate' in games have-not been 'found-consistently, although -a few

beriables'suchas authoritarianism, internationalism, dominance, flexible.
,

PEN, and need achievedent have shown epl cable effects.
4

Even for these variables occasional negative results 1.4 poslitive

'..

findings are often= s are squestionahle'since subject sleet ah bng extreme /
..,

.

, . i 4. .
. /

and results of analysis `of variance'are ambiguous in the sense-that causal % J.

interpre tatiowsrre open to the same criticism as-causal interpretations

'of cdrrelationalifindisgs. Snhltuts in the extreme groups may diffe ,on

unmeasured dimensions because assigntent to groups is not random:

il'

Even if a relationship between game pla ng behavior and certainpersdn-

-
Linty and attitudinal. variables could be es ablished, ft -would only be one

.4.40

step in the, direction bf establishing correspondence_ games and,

4

. .

res147orld situations they are developed to study. A matte direct approach '.,

,

4 ..

would be to compare game behtvior directly to the analogous real -world

,

.

behaviors. Only a fewinvistigators have taken such an approach.
. ,

Game Behanior, and other Interpersonal Behavior,
- P,

/
0

Sermat (1970) first tested the correspondence between subject ;- " J.

..,

behavior in a Prisoner's Dilemma or Chicken game and their behavirt in

, . . .
..,,,

another laboratorg'analogwe of cooperation, the Paddle game. The second
...

' / Ai 4 ,

/
4ip

gadi wee played from one, oseveral months later and care was taken that .

.

:subtets saw norconnection'betwesin-the two experiments. Pairs of like -sexed
.....

,

subj ects consisting of one member whollad, previously-played consistently .

-..
...

ooperativell' andone member who had played consistently competitiVely,

,
were.assignedsthe task of developing alternatifig use,of'a single channel.

, Ai predicted, subjects who had pr ously,played Priboner's Dilemma of

13 .*
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. 'Chicken, ry competitively succeeded,in using the channel first in almost

IS Game'Behavior--11

. A

evert pair.

In another experiment in the"hame series (Sermat, 1970) both Chicken
.

,

.,4°. and the,Paddle game-4ere played by pairs of subjects in the same experimental

4

session:Somiiderable,consistency of behavior was found;_ subjects who
.

behaved competitivelyAn one game situation tended to behave competitively in

the other.

Inthe last experiment of this study ( Sermat, 1970) eXtreme competitive
-

or cooperative behiVior in earlier Chicken -or Priioner's Dile6malihes zsts

tested for relations to behavior of a less game-like nature. Subjecti first

wrote stories under instructions stating that the experiment was designed,
0

to determine how well people use their imaginations. Subjects then read

one another's sioiies and dIscussedthem for 20 minutes under no pressure
/

to reach agr ement but with instructions saying the discussion was an

-opportunity to, change ideas. Interaction was coded ty observers using

Bales' interaction categories. So Significant difference was found between
I

the behavior of previously-cooperative and previously competitive subjects.

Observers were asked to gueis the ga'e- playing strategy of the.disctissants

and were unable to do so.' After the discussion subjecets were Tarr asked

,

to write their interpretations of the pictures. The am6unt of agreement

"' in stories eie;airs with similar game-playing' behaviorwehigher'thin

that sho4n in stories'of dissimilar pairs.

.

In summary, Sermat found similarities between Prisoner's Dilemma-

and Chicken game behavior and behavior in another mixed-metivebgame, but

important behavioral differences betweep cooperators and defectors were not ..

found in a more natural social interaction.

Kelley and Ztahelski '(1970) found evidence for a pattern of'behaVibral

,and perceptual differences in cooperators and competitors in a wide variety

of gams situations and in survey responses concerning how they would

1 4
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act anclexpect others to act in a student protest situation. Their tria

hypothesismay be briefly summarized as follows: 1
.

. ,

l,

1. People differ in their dispositions to cooperate or compete. .

.2. Cooperatofs in interaction with competitors tend to become

behaviorally assimilated, i.e., they respond to competition by becoming.

competitive, although in interaction with another cooperator they maintain

cooperative behavior.-

3. Cooperators are aware of their behavidraassimilation,it but comPeti-

tors do not,realize the influence:they are having over interaction..

).
4. Cooperators, therefore, develop a world view that others are

heterogeneous with regard to cooperation and competition, but because

competitors are unaware of the influenceeney are having in establish1.ng

competitive interactions, they come to regard the world as homogeneouily

competitive.

Evideice supporting the triangle hypothesis has been found in four
, .

different experimettal games: Prisoner's Difei*a, Chicken, and two complex
70

negotiation games, played in eight different laboratories including three

in Euro
\
pe. Two studies using sury y responses concerning how one would

t
react and how one would expect others to react in a student protest situation

also sqpport the triangle hypothesis. Several studies concerning the social

perceptions of high and low authoritarians also support the hypothesis (see

it., '4
.

Kelley & Staheliki, 1970). Some of these studies involved judgments made

after actual observation or participation inrelativily natur social

interactions. Althalh no studies regarding the triangle h hesis

compare the behavior of the same people in both" ames And nat ral inter-
.

actions, the patterns of behaviordr behkVioral intentions a social per-
,

cePtions do correspond betw, i settings.

Speer (1972) found siderable correlational evidence that the way married

,
couples play Prisoner's Dilemma games is related to the quality of communica-

15
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. .

tionbIetween them (Primary Communlrration Inventory) and gir marital satis-

i

. faction (Marital Adjustment Test) as measured with self-report scales.

In summary, some effort has been made to asse ss the correspondence,
,

. $between gaMe behavior and ether interpersonal behavior. Sermat (1970) found

no relation between game playing behavior and behavior observed in a discussion.

Speer (1972) found soak evidence for correspondence between sUbjecte

game'behavior and their pelf reports on questionnaires concerning behavior

in other situations. -Kelley and Stahelski (1970) found a consistent pattern

of behavior and perception across several games; nd within questionnaire

responses concerning a studpnt4roiest situation. Nevertheless, considering

the amount of research on miled-moti4dgames there is very little evidence

for their generalizabili*- to other interpersonal situations.

-Behavior in Games and in Large -kale Social Dilemmas ,

The third referents system to which mixed:.motive games havd been compared

is the social dilemma situation in which cooperation is-an issue in a,

_group too large for face-to-face interactian. The Kelley and Stahelski

surveys discussed above could-be regarded as referring to large-scale
-

A 1

--social,dilemMis, but thevdrding of.their questions was more suggestive

of face-to-face confrontatigns between student 1diders and university

administrators.

A social dilemma is,defined as asituation in which an action which is

in each- group member's West interest to pursue, results ,in a colluppa

cost to the group such that everyone in the group would be bettervOif if
- fr

they all refrained frotrs(ah action. For example, during pollut alerts,

I

people are requfstedto refrain

is socially beneficial (it may

fr

from:using,their carp. Reduced driving:

shorten the alert) but involves personl co

in terms of delays in getting to worfcor greater exposure to airdpollutio
. . ,, tr.

.
. jF -

if one decides td ride'diticycla or walk. To phrase the dilemma economic

terms, individual's self interests dictite couses of action involving c'8 ..
Mw
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external costs. The problem ofproviding collective goods is also a

4
f

social dilemma; although Are self interest dictates refraining from action,

and tihen all members make that'decisibn, the, collective goods go unprovided.,

The remainder of this paper will be concerned with the empirical evidence

regarding, the correspondence between behavior in social dilemmas and behavior

in mixed-motive games.

N-Person Chicken

Meux (1973) compared college students' behavior in, an N-persdn Chicken

game with their salf reporte about how they would behave in the following-
-

four social dilemmas: (a) Giving: up the use of one's car in Los Angeles,

(b) complying wit a Presidential request to delay expenditures to fight

inflation, (c) refraining frai taking a paper clip from-One's office because

money being used to replace paper clips could be used to provide a fellow-

ship. (d) limiting one's family size to avoid overpopulation.

Subjects whose self reports were intermediate in cooperativeness were

eliminated. Twelve- person groups were then composed with each group containing,

three men who predicted`they would behave cooperatively in-those four situa-

iioni and three men who said they would behave uncooperatively in those

situaiions,.and two comparable groupS of women. :The dependent ;Assure was

.
frequency of cooperative choices-in 50 trials of a 12-person Chicken game.

Sui;jecti we not 't011kow many oriels to expect and were not-allele:0d to

. ,

communicate with one another, they satin a row -and groups reported

.some prior acquaintance.,
a,

A three-way analyais of variance (Sex x Self Report oup) showed

a significant effect for the variable self report of'coo ativeness in the

four large-scale dilemmas described in the quiationnaire. Further analysis

of simple effects suggested that the effect.held-only for'women: Women who

-predicted that-they would be extremely cooperative in the social-11136==as

actually behaved more cooperatively 'in the N-person Chicken game. Although. .

1f
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an analysis of variance was Used in discuss ng the results, the evidence

is actually correlational in nature.' Ektreae sabring groups on the question,.

naire may differ systematically:from one. another on other variables as well

as cooperativeness in social dilemmas; i.e., assignment to groups was non-

random.

Is N-Person Chicken a Social Dilemma? ,

w ,

In discussing formal models of social dilemaas,'Dawes (1975) his Pointed ,

out that-the two, essential characteristicd of. social dilemmas are thatdefec.-

tion is the dominating Strategy for each Individual, and the choice of

dominating strategies results in a deficient equilibrium. In orderfor

defection to be the dominating strategy., the following conditidia must be

met: Let D(m) be the.player's payoff for a defecting choice when m
.

Players cooperate, and let C(m) be-the payoff for a cooperative choice when

m players cooperate; at every choice point the following'inequality must-
,

hOW:-D(213)," Ccalk 1). That is, whenever any.number m of Other people

'cooperate, each player is better off detecting than becoming the ir4:1st

86-

cooperator (Dawest 1975):
r

In the'12-person Chicken game used by Meux, D(0) = -100, and C(1) = -99.

.

Thui, when'a player is faced with the choi9t of whether oT-not to become

the'only cooperator defectionLis up longer,the dominating strategy. For

, .

all other-shoice points, however, defection'is a dominating strategy which

,,results ina deficient equilibrium, is the result of everyone defl,
is'less favorable than unix'? cooperatibn. Thus, although there is one

v

choice point for which defection is not the dominating, strategy, the dilemma

'exists at every other choice point an'd one might expect that the decision

making withiii such a game yould resemble that in other formal models of

'

Social dilemmas add 412 the, real-Woild large-sCale 441emmis.

%.

The other way in which Mimes game departi from An ideal formal model

of a
,

social dilemma. has far. ,greater imPliCationtfor the expecteaextirnal

1.

. . , ,
11. ''' 1 8
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validity of'the game as an analogue to social diieimis., As'Amnon Rapaport

(1967Y noted in discussing Prisoner's Dilemma, and as Dawes (1975) has
1

AL -. pointed out in discussing social dilemmas, a game involving repeated playa

may not be 'a' dilemma ,at 'all. If.ayers feel that their responses:on oils
,

,
a

trial' eau influence their Opponents zespotisee on sulsequent trials, players
. - r . .- , 4 w /-

, t k
.no longer face only the diiemia Of vhether to act in their own bestlaiterests

. 4 1 . .

"5, . ,or to act according to efixte concept of ,Ceilective rationality. /nete4,
,

/ they face the prbblai bf trying to resilbed" in a", way whichi. Will control or..
, -, - .

influence the choices:4/111cl; ot,h'i.players wi.1. make in the future. BecaUse
- ' .. ' --

M
.

euxi s subl
.

ectsj.ere acclulinteCand i, l ,seated 1.4ane room, -th.ey 'are especially
, II .. ...

. :, .
(TN .

likely to have .been- itxvoli/e4 fitteinitiIIA to .S)31v,e the influents problem. -

e . .

The largetsCale social diremm, ai to Vghic12Meux .,4temPeti
.

generalise do

, . ..
not -contain' the same -,p,pelbilit3.et:itor' iifflee:iite.: T.ttrue, ,thet individual

. . . , -0., ''..4, ,,-, i s. .-. 4. , ' ' % i k.
decisions . about' iihother to 'Collate are 4repeated `rilanyti.test;z1 but It le' doubt-

..
,... ,.. 4 ,

4 ..,, .

ful that their own'.degsicros would%have th,.."-same sio.test0.1 fcfr'influending
. , ,.,

, - '-.7 .1 e, I
. . - - i .

the decisions of ,citber 'people; .One or iwm people wbeArpe up their Cars

. .14'2
in Los Ahgeles ate toc.liyely.to

- ;-

dents that one two stsUtiti'c
t,.

1

.have, the sate effict .upon other city resi-
t . ., ' II ' j ?, 4ottrirFators mdgbt hit4e on ten other players

.
I. . - , it. qt. .. ,

in an experimentai,settiig:'. Nor
. .

. '

same power to punia:oee Ianothef

, .,.

`d8' ter r eSidents* Of Ws Angeles have the

t.a.efe.ct.itiigf.e.hoi6s:

,ion
, . .. . C .

f

The next se,t-describee another i.labor;itliYi sviaibite which} it! believed'
.. .. :

.

a t',_,
kto be more representative ok large-Sr/le socialdilemkas. Attempts at

.
. . . , . , . , ... ....Jr *--

.eiternal, validation are briefly, destribed.
._

., ,,.... - , ,./.
N-Person Commons Dilemma - ", -e--- r ji ..,e ..

s. . ,

_ , I

a

. , .
On the basii of, Bardin'i.enalYsis ot :the ".tragedy Of'the copions".(19'66), i

. ,

4awes (1974) a ekris ed. * Simple single-play. , gainie to be used to model the deci-
.sion making in social' dilemmiis. &intim pointed Out that the tragedy of the

.
making

. . 4.. .
.

coons arose because the profit
,

to be' gained from adding additional animals

4

a

,0** i

to his herd always Outweighed_ the- inaividual' s share of the "Assess resulting

19
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.1' ..
frog reduced grazing for each anima l. In the Commons Dilemmi game proposed

. . '.
by DaWes '110.4,1 er9 5) each play laces a choice between defectihg.and .

, .

cooperating.' efecting choice
.

reeul;s in profits to the individuel .

t

*

.

..

*which outweigh his individual share
,

bf a group fine
:

whith is spread 'out

overall members of the group. ,The-CamMons Dilemma gamoAde defined by
.

the fdllow ng three conditiqns:
.

1. ch player4ho defects has his piyoffincrementedby an amount
,

d > 0 a ove the payoff C6 for total cooperation.
. A

/

Players 'tee collectively fined d + X(? > 0) for each, defecting

choice, each player's share of the fine beAg + ).%)/N.

/
/3. d < A/(y. - 1).

The definitiaaluarantees that defection is `a dominating strategy

9onditian 1) which. results in a deficient equilibrium (Condition 2)...

.
c

....3e.t is, if all players defect they are w sanff than- if ell coopeAtit
. . .-.

I
. ,

,but no player is motivated to change'his decis on. 'FUrtheriore, everyone
.

,
.....

/is better off the more people cooperate,' because the amunt-gained by an , t , ,

..*
f

'

=?individuaedefecting is lese, than the amolint lost by the groun for his
I

1

defection (Condition 3).

I

r

/ ,

Extensive efforts to establish the external validAty of the Commons

i Dilemma game have now, been made (McTavish, Note 2).4, A brief discliission ofi. . . .
. -

failure tn,replicate Meux's findings and failure of more -extensive efforts

to demonstrate external' validity will conclude this section,.but firit

arguants 411 be presented Ito suggest that theie attempts at validation

terean adequate test of the external validity of mixed-motive games as

'. .

analogues of large-scale social dilemmas.
..

.

. . \
...

fermann (1967) has-pointed out that 'the fiiaticriterion for eitablishing.

, (

a correspondence between'a game all its reference system is.the internal
. , . .

validity of the game.. Do' replicitiond of the game yield similarfreshlis?

In two separate experiments, involving 60 groups of approximately e?hr*

20
y
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members. each, consistent results concerning the effects of communication and
.

assumptions about other people have, emerged (Dawes atal, Note 1).

The second criterion is that,of face validity; Tipe initial impression

,1
of tht pmes realism. During extensive pretesting of -the - Commons Dilemma

gami: experimenters were dee ly impressed by the seriousness with which

J. V6MC DCsaftv.i.vir ay,

sulijeCts approached the game situation. When one set of subjects played

the dilitic Dllemma game in a classroom far sizable real money payoffs, the
..,

only two defecting subjects were later =tilling or unablik?to keep tbeit'---./

ill-gotien gains of $14.00 each. Responses were completely -ari9nymous, /I
,

.

yet both defectors, insisted upon volunteering public confessions. One

subje't announced that he had regretted his choice and donated the money

to a church charity and the other defector returned the money to the Other

membeis of his group, eachof whomhad suffered'somereduction in his winnings

due to the defector's choice. In conditions where subjects were allowed

to discuss their decisions, discuasions-were .ueually serious, often tense,

and%almost always included subjects' spontaneous comments negarding analogous
ow

real - world dilemmas and the ethical implications of choices.
,

Hermann (1967) also discussesvalidity queitions directly related to

the vse.of human participants in a game'desigued,to model a real' behavioral

1/
system. First, do the participants in the game differ-in any systematic

..

way from actors iwthe reference system? By using sizable monetary payoffs

and recruiting subjects through neuipaPereadvertisements in both the local

daily newspaper:and the student' newspaper, an effort was made to reduce the

usual bias of research which depends upon student volunteers. The use of

real payoffs, varying from losing $8.00 to gaining $10.50 also helped to

ensure that players would experience motivations in the game which are.sim-
.

ilar to those of actors is the reference SYStellie ple.monetary consequences

of decisions made' in the group were immediate and fairly substantial. As

noted in the discussion of face validity, participants appeared very highly

21
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In discussing the current disappointing.lack of demonstrated relations

between real-world behavior and game behavior, Wightsman et al (1972) listed

three properties Thich a gads should. hive in order to increase-its likelihood

of showing a correspondence to other situations. The first was that there

be opportunity for interaction.' In the validation efforts te, he described.

below, 50 out of the total of 60 groups (ranging in size from five to eight'

meehers each) weft Welded a/10-minute discussion period. The secondand

third properties Wrightsman,et al recommended were that there be the oppor-4

tunity for improvisation.. Even in the 10 noncommunicating groups, subjects

were run in face-to-face groups: where these properties did exist. The-7

version of the Commons Dilemma game which was examined for ekteinal validity

was, therefore, a game situation including the conditions under which one,.

would be most optimistic 4:finding a correspondence with reference system

behavior.

As part of a larger research project investigating the effects of Cimmuni-
, lAW

. ,

cation and assumptions about other people in commons *dilemma situations,
I

two experiments were run in which subjects participated in a single-play

Commons Dilemmi.game and also filled out extensive'questionnaires concerning

their past, present, and future behavior in a wide variety of real-world

commons dilemma situations., A complete. discussion of 'procedures and'results

for communication 4nd assumptions about oth eaple,is piesented by

h. kDawes et (Note 1) and a complete'discussio of the questionnaires and

efforts to test the'exterRel'validity of the game Js presented by McTavish
.

...,

((Note 2).
%

. .

Subjects in these experiments met in eight,-person groups an4 -were faced

with a single play of the Commons Dilemma game. Each player made an

anonymous chdice between a defecting choice and a cooperative choice, and

the payoffs to each subject depended upon the tote]. numb
/

of cooperative
,

Z2

,
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and defecting choices in his-group. A cooperative choice earned $2.50 with

po fine to anyone; a defecting choice earned $12.00 ilith a fine of $1.50

to each group member, including both defectors and cooperators. Defection

dominated cooperation by $8.00 but if all defected, fines exactly balanced

'Ipayoffs and no one won anything. Subjects made their:.chOices privately and

were paid and dismissed privately to maintain the of their choices.

In the first experiment, 40 groups were run; and in the_second experiment

20 groups were run.
4

After playing the game, but before discovering the results for, his

group (i.e., before learning the amount he.had won) each subject filled out.

an extensive questionnaire concerning his behavior in many different real

world situations, including the four questions use Meux's research (1973).

In the first experiment the Behavior Checklist included 90 items measuring
0..

three kinds of behavior it everyday situationrthat were expected to relate

to cooperative or defecting choices in the game. Items tappiti prosocial,

behavior, antisocial behavior, and tendency to cooperate in large-scale .

social dilemmas. grosocial items'tapped a. subject's tendency-to make

his contribution in everyday situations analogous to the problem of providing

public goods; ie. , situations in which reacting prosocially involves

bearing some private cost in order to promote the general welfare. Examples

of the kinds obehavior include contributing to charities, aiding stranded

motorists, voting, serving on ad hoc community service cOMmittes, and writing

topublic officials. Antisocial items tapped a subjects' tendency to

engage in the .kinds of everyday antisocial acts which benefit an individual
4

at some social cost. Examples include shoplifting, cheating on taxes and

exZmis, driving while ,intoxicated, or padding insurance claims. The last

category of items consisted priMarily of personal efforts to avoid contri-

bUting to pollution. Examples include recycling, reducing driving during

, .

fuel shortages or pollution alerts, conserving paper, and changing-ons's

2.3
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personal habits in order to avoid contributing to pollution.. Included

withIn thcheckliet were the four items used by Meux (1973). The Checklist

and the Meux items were measures of the subjects' behavior in the reference
. -

system which the:4e attempts to model. In addition, in the first experiment,

each subject was rated by three friends for his general tendency to cooperate

in situations ix which his individual interests conflict with the interests

of a larger group to which he belongs.

Results of these extensive efforts at external validation are extremely

discouraging for those of us who would like to be able to study large-scale

social dilemmas in a laboratory setting. Meux's findings were not repli-

cated. Subjects who scored extremely 'cooperatively on Meux's items were

not more likely to cooperate in the game. In accordance with Meux's

analysis procedure, extreme scoring males and females were identified and

a'two-way analysis of variance (hex x Cooperativeness on Meux's items) was

performed with game cooperation as the dependent variable. Neither main

effects nor interactions were significant. When subjects were notief,lowed
S

to communicate the results were in the opposite direetion from:Meux's. In

the communicating conditions, there was no effect for cooperativeness on

the Meux items c (1, 58) a .89, /L < .35). The interaction between sex

and cooperativeness on the Meux items also failed to fepli a (E (1, 58) a

.23, 2. < .63). Even for female subjecti, those who rated themselves most

41
likely to cooperate in the situations Meux described were not more likely

to make a cooperative response in the game. Correlational analysis of the.,

checklist items was equally discouraging. Although some correlations from

the first experiment were statistically significant, the way a person reported

himself behaving in real-world dilemmas accounted for very little of, the

variance in game cooperation. Furthermore, the way a persoes friends

rated hia.general tendency to cooperate in social ,dilemmas did not reinte

to that person's cooperation in the game.
8
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Fishbein and Ajzen (1974) have demonstrated that behavioral items can

be scaled with the meadurementeChniques normally applied'to items in'atti-
.

tulle scales and that such scaling procedures result in multiple-item criteria
AV -

which correlate more highly with attitudes than do single items of behavior.

il;te 90-item checklist-'was refined using such scaling procedures, including

tiom of two forms of a

and the improsied multiple-item

Thurstone scale of-behaViUr in social dilemmas,

behavioral crtteria were examined for a'

relati onship to game behavior. A second analysis ofthe results of the first -

experiment showed improvements inability to predict game co-Operation from

cooperation in everyday social dilemmas, but 3tn attempt to cross validate

these results in the second experiment was unsuccessful, suggesting that.

the improved predictability in the first experiment was due mainly to the

capitalization on chance involved in such a post hoc analysis.

Conclusion

The experiments briefly summarized above 'describe an N- person mixed-motive

game which has highlace validity as an analogue of social dilemMis. The
. .

experiments included most of the conditions which cher investigatprs have

suggested would be most likely to yield evidence di external validity. Yet

extensive efforts to demonstrate external validity havfailed. Encquraging

Nortelational results from the.first experiment failed to cross,validap,

suggesting that any efforti to establish external validity on the basis at

correlational findings should be viewed with considerable skepticism unless

cross validation is included.

Investigators involved in attempts to understand the determinants of

behavior in e4xed-motive games have proposed that the games can serve as

models of three different reference- systems. Yet there is, as yet, little

evidence that such games have external validity as models of air reference

system of interest. ,Considering the amount of energy psychologist) have

expended in discovering the laws of behavior in mixed-motive games, it is'

25
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indeed distressing that so little attention hat been given,to theexter;alA'

-validity of such games.

The many difficultiesdrivolved in demonstrating e correspoidenoe.betwen
,

. 4

-games and international,conftict may explain the lack of validation attempts

directed at that reference system. Previoullresearch on interpersonal

behalAor and on large -scale social dil:mmasialso:shows little evidence for

external validity. What may belkeeded is a redirection of validation attempts.

Previous research has been primarily directed at showing individual con-

sistency. Researchers have attempted to show that those individuals who

behave most competitively in games also behave competitively in interpersonal

encounters or inlarge-scale social dilemmas. Individual consistency of
f

behavior has not been satisfactorily demonstrated. Individual differences

in game behavior do not seem to be consistently related to.individual differ-

encet in referent system behavior.

Perhaps, we need to redirect our efforts so that the individual is

no longer the focus of investigation.' In the study of obedience, individual

differences have accounted for very little of the variance in behavior when

compared to situational variables. Current research with games as models

of large-scale social dilemmas shows promise of establishing consistent

findings concerning such variables as communication and assumptions about

Other people (Dawes, et_al, Note 1) and future validition efforts could' move

away from individual analysis to compare the effects of situational variable's

in games to the situational variations in real-world dilemmas. For instance,

does the kind of media attention to social dilemmas such as pollution have

any effects on our assumptions about other people that can be studied in

laboratory adalogues? We can conclude that individual differences In game

behavior do not relate to individual differences in behavior in the reference

systems. ,However, we have not' yet made the kinds of validatiOn efforts nec-

essary to know whethei the games are good models on a more aggregate level.

26
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